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Abstract—Return-oriented programming (ROP) and similar
“code-reuse” attacks have led to intense interest in lowoverhead Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) defenses that detect or
prevent corruption of control data. However, weaker forms
of these defenses have already been broken, and it is unclear
whether stronger variants will continue to repel attacks.
We propose a program analysis infrastructure for automatically evaluating the efficacy of defenses against codereuse attacks. Our design uses static analysis to determine
whether a particular security policy can prevent an attacker
from stitching together the data and control flows necessary
to perform a particular malicious computation.

1. Introduction
Return-oriented programming (ROP) [1] and similar
code-reuse attacks have led to intense interest in defenses
against control-flow hijacking. These defenses are attractive
because they can be applied to existing C/C++ code and
have tolerable overheads (one implementation of ControlFlow Integrity (CFI) [2] has 16% average overhead). However, the efficacy of such defenses is in doubt: prior work
shows that some CFI defenses still permit sufficient controlflow corruption to allow Turing-complete code reuse attacks [3]. Furthermore, even defenses which protect all
control data from corruption e.g., Code Pointer Integrity
(CPI) [4], do not mitigate non-control data attacks [5] which
are not only viable in practice but sufficiently expressive to
permit Turing-complete computation [6].
Control-flow integrity research has, like many subjects
in the security field, fallen into an “arms race.” New defenses are proposed and thought to be sufficient only to
be exploited by a more clever attack later. This pattern is
difficult to transcend because there is no effective evaluation
methodology for these defenses.
We propose an infrastructure, named CRAFTED (Code
Reuse Analysis for Trusted and Effective Defense), that will
automatically evaluate the efficacy of defenses against codereuse attacks. Our design uses static analysis to determine
whether a particular security policy can prevent an attacker
from stitching together the data and control flows necessary
to perform a specified malicious computation. Our prototype
utilizes the LLVM compiler infrastructure [7].

2. Principles of Code Reuse Attacks
Defenses such as CFI [8] and CPI [4] seek to prevent
attacks by limiting the order in which instructions within a
program can execute. These defenses force control flow to
enter and exit blocks of code, rather than arbitrarily jump
to any instruction, and to follow a limited set of transitions.
These blocks typically correspond to the program’s basic
blocks - its largest units of straight-line (non-branching)
code - which are constructed during compilation of the
program and linked together by the compiler to form a
control flow graph (CFG) representing the possible paths
that control flow can take. Different defense policies enforce variously strict over-approximations of the CFG, ranging from “coarse-grained” CFI (which enforces only basic
restrictions, e.g., a return must transfer to an instruction
following a call [9]) to CPI (which completely prevents
deviation from normal control flow [4]).
A code-reuse attack exploits memory corruption to manipulate the control flow of a program to perform a malicious computation on behalf of an attacker by stringing
together reusable instructions taken from the original code
of a target program; manipulating control flow can be done
by corrupting control data (such as return addresses and
function pointers) [1], [10] and non-control data [6]. An
instruction within a target program is (in general) reusable
if an attacker can manipulate control flow so that the instruction is executed. An instruction is reusable for a particular
attack if it is generally reusable and data flows are present
in the program so that the result(s) of each step in the
attack can reach the input(s) of the next step(s) without
being overwritten by intervening instructions that are not
of interest to the attacker. Importantly, it is acceptable to
execute irrelevant instructions that happen to be present in
the original code between reusable instructions of interest so
long as they do not interfere with the attacker’s computation.
An effective defense must prevent an attacker from
executing a desired set of instructions in the desired order or
ensure that other instructions within the program overwrite
inputs to the attacker’s instructions before those instructions
can execute. Current methods of evaluating defenses do not
ensure that all code reuse opportunities are blocked, leaving
the door open for attackers to continue to evade defenses
with more sophisticated techniques. In order to truly know
that a defense will thwart a particular attack, an evaluation
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must account for all potentially reusable instructions and all
possible data-flows between them.

3. CRAFTED Design
To evaluate whether a defense policy will effectively stop
a given attack, CRAFTED must determine all possible ways
to construct a malicious computation using the reusable
instructions within a target program under the execution
ordering and data-flow constraints enforced by the defense.
CRAFTED accepts three inputs: 1) a specification of the
restrictions on reusable code imposed by a defense policy;
2) a template for a malicious computation; and 3) a program
to be attacked. A malicious computation must satisfy constraints on data and control flow to perform its desired task.
Static analysis can determine whether it is possible for any
sequence of reusable code to satisfy these constraints. If it
is not, then the defense is effective in preventing this attack;
if it is, CRAFTED can demonstrate this by identifying
the specific sequences of reusable instructions that could
potentially permit the malicious computation.
CRAFTED consists of three main components. The
Code Reuse Analyzer performs static analysis on the machine code of a program to identify the set of all potentially
reusable instructions permitted by a defense policy. The Instruction Mapper identifies sequences of reusable instructions which provide the necessary data-flows that connect
together the inputs and outputs of instructions needed by the
attack. The Control Flow Verifier checks whether identified
instruction sequences will be permitted to execute under the
control flow restrictions of a defense policy. Figure 1 depicts
the general structure of CRAFTED and its dependencies on
LLVM components.

3.1. Code Reuse Analyzer
To identify reusable instructions, we start with the local
(intra-procedural) control flow graph (CFG) of the target

program, which is explicit in LLVM’s in-memory representation of its machine code [11]. Local control flow is
static (hard-coded by the compiler) and not manipulable
by an attacker. We then extend this into an augmented
global CFG which reflects all possible control-flow transfers
between functions that are permitted by the defense policy.
In the most basic case - a defense policy which permits
no control flow corruption whatsoever (such as CPI [4]) the augmented CFG will be the same as the normal global
CFG that would be computed by the compiler, reflecting all
paths that can be taken under benign execution (or some
reasonable over-approximation thereof, depending on the
precision of available static analyses). Under policies that
allow some (usually limited) control flow corruption (such
as CFI [8]), the augmented CFG will have additional edges
representing the full flexibility permitted the attacker. The
augmented CFG may have multiple entry points, reflecting
the attacker’s options at the point of attack. The set of
reusable instructions available to the attacker consists of all
instructions which are reachable from any entry point in this
augmented CFG.

3.2. Instruction Mapper
Using the augmented CFG constructed by the Code
Reuse Analyzer, CRAFTED performs an iterative “mayreach” data flow analysis [12] to compute the set of all
definitions that may reach each input of each reusable
instruction. This allows CRAFTED to determine whether
reusable instructions can be “strung together” to perform
sequential steps of a larger computation. The malicious computation template provided as input to CRAFTED specifies
the data-flow constraints required to perform the attacker’s
computation. Using the reaching-definitions analysis results,
CRAFTED builds all possible chains of reusable instructions
which satisfy the attack’s data-flow constraints. From these,
it generates all possible execution sequences of reusable
instructions that respect the attack’s data-flow.

3.3. Control Flow Verifier
To determine if it is possible to execute the instruction
sequences identified by the Instruction Mapper without violating the control-flow restrictions of the defense policy, we
construct a context-free grammar1 based on the augmented
CFG and use a parser generator to create a verifier that
checks whether a given sequence of instructions respects
its constraints. CRAFTED uses the verifier to check each
instruction sequence to determine which (if any) of the
sequences will be permitted to execute under the policy.
Any sequences that survive this check represent a potential
code-reuse attack that will succeed despite the enforcement
of this defense policy. Conversely, if no instruction sequence
can be found that satisfies all the constraints of the attack
template and defense policy, CRAFTED concludes that this
policy effectively stops the attack.
1. Both “control-flow graph” and “context-free grammar” are commonly
abbreviated “CFG.” We use “CFG” to abbreviate “control-flow graph.”
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